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Transition
Leila
I have basically been carrying out the administrative tasks, a couple of visits to the Regie to
finalise permits for the rest of the semester (for departments), completed room booking process
transition (no more dealing with Susan Sharpe officially), dealing with the frosh reports situation
meeting with coords and equity and Ava
Xoxo I’ll miss you councilors <3
Roma
It’s been a lot of understanding procedures for room bookings and liquor permits. I went to my
first FEARC meeting, and worked on plans for meeting with departments and other coords.
Room Bookings/Liquor Permits
No more dealing with Susan Sharpe!
Roma will be officially taking over room bookings and ALL liquor permits as of this week.
FEARC
They had their second meeting last Monday, and it was my first. They discussed planning their
first upcoming social event, as well as having an academic “study parties” as accompaniment.
They are also looking into working with
AUSec
Reviewing collaboration with SNAX to increase visibility on social media. ECOLE general
meeting last week. Looking into collaborating with MAC campus. Meeting with the AUSec
coordinators this week.
Equity
Equity uploaded an AWESOME video on cultural appropriation in preparation for Halloween
(along with a few members at large). They also held a workshop. Meeting for consent campaign.
Were at BdA Halloween and SSMU 4 floors
Departments
Sent out doodle poll to all departmental presidents, hoping to meet with all of them over the next
two weeks.
Deadline to reply to doodle: Tuesday, Nov. 11 at 10 PM
AUS Holiday Party
Nov. 24th, 6 PM
Arts Lounge

Majority of planning will be done this week, but it will be spectacular and a ~*night to
remember*~
Respectfully submitted,
Roma Nadeem
AUS VP Internal

